The paper proposes the exploration, identification and development of a Java solution for extracting the sentiment related to the cryptocurrencies phenomenon, from the content of the posts of certain popular social networks. Detecting the positive, neutral or negative character of the sentiment is adopted as a relevant method of establishing the nature of the human perception on the topical issue defined by cryptocurrencies.
Introduction
Social platforms have gained a great deal of popularity in recent years, primarily due to the natural and continuous human desire for interaction and the ease with which these virtual connections can be formed and maintained.
The social networks communities currently offer a vast source of information and opinions on any topic, exploiting this data becoming a priority in many research and language processing activities.
The virtual currency represents an alternative means of exchange, consisting of various types of decentralized cryptocurrencies, each one having its particularities and value. The information flow on the topic of virtual currency is characterized by diversity, the nature of the opinion and sentiment fluctuating based on many variables.
From a technical standpoint, the sentiment analysis is part of the natural language processing and involves training a classifier on a labeled corpus, in order to identify and establish attributes / features which can afterwards be used in processing new input data and evaluating its nature.
Because the language is interpretable, dominated by ambiguities and assumptions, and subjected to many specific individual reactions, perceptions, insinuations and idioms, it is extremely imprecise.
However, due to the transmission of such a large and important meaning, capturing it is essential. In general, identifying this signification is performed much better by an individual than by a computer.
However, contrary to the predisposition to inconsistencies, unclarities, gaps and contradictions, the comprehension and transmission of language can be characterized to a great extent by accuracy when using appropriate processing systems.
Based on these, the study proposes a solution for analyzing the sentiment in texts extracted from two social networks: Twitter and Reddit, that are related to cryptocurrencies. For this, two important processing tools are used.
One of these, Stanford CoreNLP, is a concentration of tools dedicated to natural language processing and analysis. It was developed by Stanford Natural Language Processing Group using Java programming language and is used both in research areas focused on natural language processing, and in commercial and government applications that need such functionalities.
Another system, IBM Watson, is a highly evolved cognitive one, based on applying innovative concepts on the existing foundations in artificial intelligence. With a great experience in the development of processing techniques of any kind, this tool can be considered among the most important performance benchmarks.
In Section 2 of the paper it is presented a short review of studies from the literature, on natural language analysis and processing, including the architectures.
In Section 3, the pipeline, the architecture and the components of the system are explained.
The results obtained after analyzing the content of the texts with Stanford CoreNLP system and using IBM Watson, are detailed in Section 4. The conclusions are provided in the final section.
State of the art
The existing literature gathers a relatively great number of studies on manipulating social networks data in order to perform different language processing algorithms. However, the number of high performance systems that can be utilized in such purposes is reduced.
Within [1] , there is presented the pipeline of processing procedures that Stanford CoreNLP has, the method of use, the utility, the constitutive elements and the annotations based technological models composing the language processing system.
Article [2] extensively presents the methods and algorithms used by the Stanford CoreNLP system in order to analyze the sentiment in a text. Here, it is introduced the concept of Treebank Sentiment, a corpus of parsed texts, in the form of a tree, with the structure of a syntactically and semantically labeled and annotated sentence.
In [3] are presented the capabilities of the IBM Watson system, whose combination in the working process produces efficient solutions. These capabilities are natural language processing, by understanding the complexities of unstructured data, generating and evaluating hypotheses, by applying analytical techniques to evaluate and propose answer sets based only on relevant evidence, and dynamic learning, by improving the result based learning process, to become more intelligent with each iteration and interaction.
The architectural idea described by [3] and identified in [4] states that after deciphering the text of the question and the potential answers in the corpus, the system examines the question in relation to the semantic context in hundreds of ways. Then, it uses the results to get a degree of confidence in interpreting the question and the potential answers.
According to article [5] , the analysis of the tweets performed to extract the opinion about the topics referred to in their text, represents a good indicator of popularity. Among the eloquent examples mentioned are the tracking of trends by companies to adapt products and services to current needs. The authors propose a classic classification of feelings into positive, negative and neutral categories. The data from Twitter is taken in real time and classified into one of the categories, using the previously classified tweets as learning data. The classification mechanism is based on the Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm.
In [6] , it is shared the vision on the importance of the microblogging platform as a source for sentiment analysis. The higher the number of posts containing views on different products, services, affinities and topics, the greater the value and necessity of Twitter, as a data source for processing opinions.
The system's architectural typology found in most of the works described is the one identified in [7] .
In article [8] , the authors try an analysis that differs in the fact that the selected texts have been translated into English, being initially in other languages, and manually categorized into four categories: positive, negative, neutral and irrelevant. The approach proposed in [9] uses a mix between three different datasets to establish the corpus, each one having the Twitter platform as the source.
In [10] , a distinct and unique study idea is presented. The way of working aims to identify the opinion about the most famous and influential users of the platform. The authors of paper [11] intend to identify if the cryptocurrency related data from the online environment can be used to develop suitable and advantageous trading strategies. Using Twitter as the source for the data corpus and Bitcoin as the study currency, the authors try to apply different learning options to obtain results regarding the evolution of the currency. Article [12] is dedicated to studying the influence of the online communities discussions on the evolution of the digital money market of cryptocurrencies. The possibilities and methods of the Stanford CoreNLP tool are made available to users in the form of a library that is described in [13] and supplemented with the examples in [14] .
The capabilities of the IBM cognitive system are available to developers through various external services that include sets of operations. The appropriate API in this situation is the one described in [15] and dedicated to natural language processing operations.
Execution pipeline. System architecture
To achieve the objectives, the approach consists in extracting data related to cryptocurrencies from several sources, filtering and storing it, respectively applying suitable text processing algorithms on it.
Initially, in order to fulfill the extraction of the most important currencies, an endpoint of a specialized platform called Coin Market Cap is interrogated. The external services provided by Twitter and Reddit platforms are then repeatedly used to retrieve texts and information about the previously gathered currencies.
For the sentiment analysis there are two methods applied, corresponding to the two tools used, Stanford CoreNLP and IBM Watson. Fig. 1 presents the abstract architecture of the execution pipeline used to obtain predictions related to the nature of the sentiment in the extracted texts. An abstract general architecture of the components and the interactions between them is illustrated in Fig. 2 , in which the dependencies of the software system's elements can be identified.
The first module (Fig. 1) is the one for composing the data corpus, exposing the constituent for extracting the coins and the one for extracting the data from social platforms. The module for sentiment analysis contains the data processing component for classifying the text, which provides the results.
Because in the proposed application the tweets are required, the Search API described by [16] is necessary.
Also, Reddit platform's API, illustrated in [17] , offers developers a very wide range of endpoints that can be used, each having different functions: from posting, creating or editing posts, comments, messages, personal information or account information, to searching and obtaining different items such as subreddits, posts, users, accounts, messages, conversations, names, etc. after a multitude of criteria specified in the request.
The predictions consist of different information resulting from the analysis, namely the type of the general sentiment of a text, the related class, the score distribution between classes, the type of the sentiment in relation to a certain currency, the type of the general emotion in the sentence, its class, the type of the emotion that targets a certain currency etc.
The programming language used to implement the system is Java. All the analysis results are saved in a database.
To manipulate the data collection stored in the MySql system, the tools provided by Hibernate are utilized. For the actual implementation, the Java libraries provided by Stanford CoreNLP and IBM Watson are used.
Tests and results
Text searching cannot be accomplished without a set of representative cryptocurrencies names. Thus, all the social network selections will have in the content the name of a currency.
The specialized platform called Coin Market Cap offers the ranking of the cryptocurrencies on the capital market.
The Twitter platform represents a very rich source for the cryptocurrencies topic. Therefore, its posts will be subjected to the analysis of the project's text classifiers.
In Fig. 3 there are presented, for guidance purposes, the top 5 coins on the platform [18] , respectively the market share that represents the ordering criterion. In Fig. 4 , there is illustrated the large number of daily tweets regarding each of the first three cryptocurrencies in the ranking indicated in Fig.  3 , for a period of one year [19] .
The developed algorithm involves adapting the processing results obtained using the Stanford CoreNLP software tool, in situations where certain terms in the jargon of the cryptocurrency domain influence the nature of the sentiment in an undetected manner.
The following data was collected through the extraction components:
• number of cryptocurrencies: 300;
• number of texts having Twitter as source: 6323;
• number of texts having Reddit as source: 1008 (838 posts and 170 comments).
The difference in the amount of texts extracted from the two platforms is due to the increased popularity Twitter has and the fact that Reddit applies filters on its content and has moderators.
The results obtained after analyzing the contents of 7331 texts using the Stanford CoreNLP system, respectively 7327 texts using IBM Watson, are presented in Table 1 .
The texts from Twitter were chosen to indicate the number of negative sentiments found in each day for a period of approximately one and a half months.
The statistics identify the results of both types of processing and are shown in Fig. 5 .
Similarly, the positive ones from the same period of time are highlighted in Fig. 6 . 
Conclusions
The paper aims to analyze the sentiment that characterizes the texts posted by the users of social networks regarding the phenomenon of cryptocurrencies. By interrogating the services provided by the platforms, it was possible to select the coins of interest for the study and the actual data based on which the analysis is done, and by integrating and deriving the different language processing techniques, the nature of the sentiment was identified.
The platform utilized for collecting cryptocurrencies is Coin Market Cap, and those whose services were called for the information destined for processing are Twitter and Reddit. Tweets and details about tweets were collected from Twitter and from Reddit there were extracted subreddits, which facilitated subsequent selection of posts and comments.
After a complex data filtering, it is transmitted to the analyzers in the required format and using the specific methods. To identify the sentiment in each text, the Stanford CoreNLP and IBM Watson systems were used, intervening on the first one with an adaptation based on the specific terms of the cryptocurrency domain that influence the sentiment in an undetected way.
The proposed solution for capturing the additional information about the sentiment and modifying scores accordingly has led to much more accurate results than the standard approach that exclusively uses the Stanford CoreNLP library.
From the perspective of the origin of the data used, comparing the source with verified and moderated data (Reddit) to the one with uncontrolled data (Twitter), shows that the approached methodology provides close results. This fact proves that the proposed solution has low sensitivity to the data source. If a comparative analysis is made on the obtained results based on the amount of data used for each case study, it is found that the proposed method is predominantly invariant.
As a future extension of the project, for a better adaptation of the language processing results to the cryptocurrency jargon, the list of special terms influencing the sentiment needs to be completed and updated. Also, the results could be integrated in a machine learning system as an additional parameter for
